
Michael Aronin is a nationally acclaimed speaker who teaches his audiences how
to get past personal shortcomings and move forward productively in their careers.
Being both a comedian and motivational speaker, he is able to make this difficult
topic both entertaining and enlightening.

His outstanding efforts have been recognized by such prominent media sources as
ABC TV, CBS TV, NBC TV, Fox Television, The Baltimore Sun, and The Baltimore
Business Journal. Michael will captivate your audience and provide them with a
new positive outlook on setting and obtaining goals.

As a physically challenged member of the business community, Michael provides a
new perspective for overcoming obstacles that go far beyond "textbook
knowledge." Combining his personal experience with existing facts, Michael makes
an impact on his audiences in a way that lifts their spirits and motivates them to
improve their abilities in the workplace without apprehension, while making them
smile.

Michael Aronin knows two things: he's got a killer sense of humor, and he's got
cerebral palsy. But Michael never let his disability get him down - in fact, it hardly
even fazed him. While an undergraduate at Towson State University, he was
elected President of the Student Government Association. He went on to be one of
the hardest working comics in the country.

Today he spends much of his time lending that considerable wit, and a surprising
dose of wisdom, to motivational speaking. Michael feels that his presentations
benefit those who are disabled as well as those who are not. Michael speaks about
what it was like growing up disabled in an able-bodied world, of the importance of
believing in ourselves, of building and maintaining a...

Testimonials

Michael Aronin

"Mr. Aronin saved me an ulcer when my boss put me in charge of finding a
speaker for an awards dinner!" Getting Mr. Aronin is the kind of thing they gets
you promoted..."

- Marketing Director, Angelo Brothers Lighting.

"Everyone is still commenting on how entertaining and inspiring your keynote
address was."

- The Arc of Texas.
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